INTRODUCTION
One of the main demands of SP-LBS users is seamless positioning service. However, no single onboard SPs technology can continuously provide location information from outdoors into indoors. Furthermore, the required positioning accuracy is different to use by various LBS applications. This is mainly due to onboard wireless/sensors SPs technologies has its own capabilities and limitations. For example, GNSS receivers on SPs can locate the user to within few meters and supply accurate time to within few nanoseconds (e.g. ±6 nanoseconds), when outdoors [1] . However, this capability would be lost when the SPs enter into indoors.
In another vain, cellular, WiFi and BT transceivers as well as inertial-sensors on SPs can locate and show better positioning accuracy in environments where GNSS fails. However, utilizing these alternative-technologies create new challenges including: 1) restricted coverage and no information of physical reference-positions (e.g. WAPs/BTanchors) within a building, 2) no on-the-go cellular-based localization protocols, 3) and existing localization techniques as a stand-alone mode do not provide high localization performance. For example, RSS-Fingerprinting technique does provide good location accuracy but at the expense of pre-installing dedicated infrastructure, distance-based techniques suffer from jitters, instability, coverage and dilution-of-precision (DOP) issues, and DR technique is stable, but its performance degrades quickly over few seconds due to the accumulated measurement noise of sensors causing cumulative positioning error.
Even, if current developed SP-based localization solutions provide the precision and range demands of most LBS applications, however, their infrastructures (such as those deployed by BLE-iBeaconing [2] , Skyhook-WiFi fingerprinting and Ekahau [3] ) do not exist in today's indoor environments. In addition, these infrastructures are not necessary for anything other than SPs-positioning, i.e. incurs huge cost. Therefore, as an alternative solution, it would seem that utilizing multi-technologies fusion measurements and combined localization techniques as well as utilizing cooperation of group mobile devices (like SPs) are possible to solve these aforementioned issues [4] . This paper proposes UNILS scheme that can be implemented on SPs for any LBS-application and when invoked will render the SPs as cooperative for being located and for helping in locating other SPs on the go, anywhere anytime. This scheme performs pseudorange measurements (using TOA) and fusing it with DR measurements of the networked SPs by exploiting the advantages of each of these techniques while compensating for their limitations. It starts by constructing a smart BT network of any cluster of cooperative SPs in the same geographical area. To achieve this, this scheme will perform three functions: 1) Calibrate inertial sensors of all SPs. Indoors SP's use live GNSS information available from networked outdoors SPs. The calibration process is to estimate gyroscope bias and drift error for indoors SPs by using outdoors SPs heading and positions. 2) Exchange a map of all SPs location information as well as indoors SPs sensor bias and drift. 3) Calculate location of indoor-SPs based on hybridization of GNSS, BT and inertial sensors measurements. These measurements include: a) BT-to-BT pseudoranges of all participating SPs based on hop-synchronization and Master-Slave role switching to minimize the pseudo-ranges error, b) using GNSS fixed location of outdoors-SPs as reference positions, c) as well as fusing the measured pseudoranges between outdoors-indoors SPs and DR measurements of indoors-SPs. To do the DR measurements, we use a step-counting method to estimate distance-displacement and use quaternion-based method to estimate SPs heading. The fusion of measurements is based on using Kalman filter is used. The filter, at the first step, predicts a state of XY-coordinates and heading based on DR measurements. In the next step, the filter updates the predicted state by using: 1) the difference of estimated pseudoranges and calculated Euclidean distance between SPto-SP positions, 2) estimated heading bias & drift, 3) and change of the heading between any two states.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section II of this paper reviews the literature on current cooperative localization solutions and investigates the main existing challenges and their limitation. In Section III, the detailed explanation of the proposed UNILS is presented. Section IV evaluates the performance of UNILS based on several simulation and live trials experiments on SPs. Then section V concludes the paper and suggests possible future work directions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW Infrastructure-free-based and cooperative-based solutions for indoors-SPs localization are new trend to provide low cost and on-the-go solution. SP-based localization solutions, to provide accurate positioning, are currently based on fusing of multi-technologies' measurements such as GNSS-fixed information with readings from inertial sensors, near field communication (NFC), BT, WiFi and cellular such as by long-term-evolution (LTE). However, these solutions still suffer from: 1) no enough SP's location accuracy, 2) obtaining location information based on pre-surveyed or predefined constrained such as in WiFi fingerprinting [5] , 3) the lack continuous-positioning, 4) and pre-installed localization sensor networks, such as those offered by BLE-iBeaconing, are specifically installed to provide the SPs location while indoors in that particular vicinity. Therefore, neither high performance nor on-the-go anywhere anytime solution is obtainable yet.
The scope of this paper is to focus on collaborative SPs & infrastructure-free solutions that can utilize only embedded devices/sensors on SPs to provide semi accurate and seamless positioning. For example, to avoid the use of aided reference-positions and/or fixed devices such as WAPs and beacons, when indoors, DREAR is proposed as a new solution for indoors-SPs localization using onboard sensors based on user-activities recognition [6] . I.e. the solution is completely independent of using any infrastructures and offers low cost solution. DREAR uses DR techniques to locate any indoors-SPs based on some pre-defined constraints such as user's motion-style, taking escalators and climbing stairs. This is important to mitigate the accumulated positioning error that caused by inertial sensors such as gyroscope. The solution is also follows to a client-server concept in which the coarse position based on DR is processed on client-side, while the refinement of the obtained position can be performed on server-side using the defined constraints. The obtained results from a set of trials show that the achieved SP-position accuracy is within 5-10 meters.
Like UNILS, an on-the-go cooperative indoor localization solution using sensors onboard SPs (GNSS, inertial sensors such as accelerometer & magnetometer, and WiFi) has been proposed to locate indoors SPs to within 5 meters [7] . In this solution, a group of WiFi networked SPs, when outdoors, start a calibration process where estimated heading error is calibrated by GNSS heading estimation, and where pseudoranges error between these SPs is mitigated by detecting pedestrian-step trajectory using the onboard accelerometer. When indoors SPs join this network, shared location information will help establish initial position and the heading calibration process of these indoors SPs. The results of simulation and trail experiments show that this proposed cooperative solution can achieve location accuracy up to 5 meter, if the number of SPs is exceeds 40.
Another collaborative indoors-SP-based solution using BT-RSS measurements between SPs has been proposed in [8] to improve indoors-SPs location. In this solution, the indoors-SPs, first, use the measured WAPs-RSS values to define their location via existing WiFi-Fingerprinting technique. Then in next step, the solution estimates pseudorange measurements between SPs by using BT-RSS measurements values to narrow the accuracy of the achieved SPs location. The process of location improvement works based on using force-directed-graph concept such as spring model. Different experiments in various indoors situations have been conducted to validate this solution. The high position accuracy that has been achieved is near to 4 meter.
Our proposed UNILS scheme does work without the need for pre-defined constraints or pre-installed localization infrastructure, and does away with RSS-based technique. The uniqueness of UNILS: is to provide new indoors localization scheme that capitalizing on the cooperation of SPs in the vicinity to hybridize information from their onboard devices such as inertial sensors, BT transceivers and GNSS receivers. In addition, the scheme is fusing of various localization techniques to provide low cost and on-the-go solution.
III. UNILS FUNCTIONALITY
The UNILS works in the following steps (as shown in Figure 1 ):
Step1: UNILS, like our developed scheme in [9] (SILS), first constructs a BT network on-the-go with any SPs in the vicinity. Moreover, it is assumed that outdoors SPs can accurately obtain their geographical location.
Step2: Through the exchanging specific BT-frame format such as POLL-NULL frames, UNILS estimates relative pseudoranges of all participating SPs based on the hopsynchronization as well as the Master-Slave role switching to minimize the pseudoranges error (these algorithms are implemented and evaluated in SILS).
Fig. 1. Steps of UNILS implementation
Step3: All connected SPs in the network read their onboard inertial sensors measurements including acceleration and angular velocity. These readings together with GNSS fixed locations are shared between indoors-SPs and outdoors-SPs.
Step4: To calibrate the inertial sensors of all SPs, indoorsSPs use both live GNSS information available from networked outdoors-SPs and Zero-velocity-Update (ZUPT) algorithm. The calibration process is to estimate gyroscope bias and drift error for indoors-SPs.
Step5: Then, the UNILS calculated the indoors-SPs position by fusing the measured pseudoranges with DR measurements (distance-displacement and heading) by using Kalman filter. To do this, the UNILS uses a step-counting method to estimate distance-displacement and uses quaternion-based method to estimate indoors-SPs heading [10] . The Kalman filter include two phases, at the first phase, predicts a statevector of XY-coordinates and heading based on DR measurements. In the second phase, the filter updates the predicted state-vector by using three measurements. 1) The difference between estimated relative-pseudoranges and calculated Euclidean distance of SP-to-SP positions. 2) Estimated heading bias & drift. 3) Change of the heading between any two state-vectors.
Pseudorange measurements algorithm, DR measurements using onboard inertial sensors and fusing measurement algorithm are described in the subsections below.
A. Pseudorange Estimation
Like SILS, the pseudorange measurement (via BT signals) based on the Hop-synchronization counting is used to calculate the relative distance between any two SPs. That is, to measure the pseudoranges the TOA technique is used. The UNILS also uses the master/slave role-switching algorithm to enhance the pseudorange measurements.
In the UNILS, these measurements are used together with the calculated Euclidean distance between any two SPs to update the DR measurements of indoors-SPs. The Euclidean distance is the difference between XY-coordinates of the outdoors SPs (based on GNSS fixed points) and calculated XY-coordinates for indoors-SPs (using DR technique).
B. DR Using Onboard Inertial Sensors
In DR technique [11] , the process of estimating a current position is based upon a previously determined position, estimated step length (i.e. distance replacement) and an estimated heading. For example, an SP relative-position can be computed by adding the step length and the estimated heading to the previous position as in the following equations: * * 1
Where x y are XY coordinate position, x & are previous determined XY coordinates position, d is an estimated distance replacement by using accelerometer sensor and θ is an estimated heading by using onboard SP gyroscope sensor at step k.
The reading of accelerometer sensor, such as acceleration magnitude is usually used to determine dk. To do this, the following steps should be performed [12] :
In first step, the total acceleration magnitude from the 3-axis accelerometer must be filtered. When the pedestrian walks, the measured acceleration magnitude is a combination of downward gravity and horizontal acceleration. Therefore, a high-pass filter is used to eliminate the influence of gravity followed by a low-pass filter to eliminate the noise influence. Both filters are implemented with equations (2a and 2b) respectively.
Where, the a_gravity is a low-frequency signal component that causing offset shift up the y-axis, about 9.8 m/s².
Where, N is a window size or moving window, i.e. the number of the samples used in the moved average. Note: for the conducted experiments, N is initialized to 5.
Thus the obtained result, after applying these filters, is a signal free from gravity with low noise.
Next step, to detect the step of the SP-pedestrian, the UNILS uses peak-detection algorithm (equation 2c). Where a t is the acceleration, s is the number of samples between any two steps, min-peak & max-peak are the lower and upper peaks respectively at every step, and the th is the empirical threshold to identify the upper and lower peaks' boundary.
In last step, the length of the detected step can be calculated as follows:
Where K is a constant parameter, for example K would be equal to 0.6 meter, a and a are respectively the maximum and minimum value of acceleration of N acceleration measurements during one step (i.e. between any two detected peaks), and a is the value of acceleration at every measurements.
The angular rates of x, y, and z coordinates are measured by the onboard three-axis gyroscope sensor. The attitude of the SP is obtained from the integration of the quaternionbased rigid body kinematic. A quaternion is a fourdimensional vector which is calculated by vector-values of gyroscope readings and a rotation angle [13] . The fourdimensional vector is given as in equation (3) Where w , w , and w are the angular rate of x, y, and z directions respectively. T is the interval time between any two consequent gyroscope readings. According to the relationship between attitude rotation matrix and quaternion, the rotation matrix can be calculated as equation (4):
Where _ * *
Where X , Y and Z are the rotation matrices about x, y and z directions, which are described in [13] .
The R matrix is also to transform the readings from the body frame (b) to a navigation frame (n). The azimuth (heading), roll and pitch values can be then obtained by using the atan2 and asin math functions on the values of the R propagated inside the sensors navigation equation (5) However, due to the integral calculation of gyroscope readings, the drift of gyroscope is rapidly accumulated over time. That is, this calculation cause large positioning error. To mitigate this issue, there is a necessity to apply filters or drift compensating algorithms on the gyroscope measurements. Such as: ZUPT algorithm [14] , estimating drift and bias error based on some reference measurements like the GNSS heading and velocity [15] , or fusing with wireless signals' measurements including WiFi, UWB and BT [16] .
ZUPT is a known algorithm to detect the standing phase and to reduce the cumulative error by assuming zero angular velocity when the bottom of the sole has complete contact with the ground. In addition, the four known ZUPT detector algorithms are: Angular Rate Energy Detector (ARE), Acceleration-Moving Variance Detector (AMV), generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) and Acceleration-Magnitude (AM) Detector. For our experiments, ARE is implemented as it is proved that it outperforms the other detector algorithms [17] . This is because; the gyroscope readings hold the most reliable information for zero-velocity detection under the experimental conditions. The ARE can be implemented by using equation (6) .
Where μ is the magnitude of the angular rate, is an empirical threshold, N is the moving window, and T t is the angular rate energy detector at time t that decides to zero when the velocity is below the threshold otherwise is equal to one.
In UNILS, a hybrid approach is developed to mitigate the gyroscope-measurements drift. First, UNILS applies ZUPT on the obtained angular velocity to take out the noisy measurements when the SPs are in standing phase. Second, to reduce the contributed noise during walking, UNILS fuses the BT-based pseudorange measurements with the result of the ZUPT algorithm. The details of fusing measurements algorithm is illustrated in next subsection.
C. Pseudorange & DR Integration Using EKF
In the UNILS, the extended KF (EKF) is used to fuse the SPs-cooperative localization measurements. These measurements include pseudoranges via the BT transceivers, the GNSS fixed positions from GNSS receivers and DR measurements from inertial sensors.
The EKF is the nonlinear version of the Kalman filter which works by linearizing the state space around the mean and covariance of the current state estimation. The discrete dynamic equations of EKF can be expressed by two phases: prediction phase and update (or correction) measurements phase [18] , as illustrated in Figure 2 . Where is the predicted state-vector which includes XY-coordinates and the heading [x, y, ] using DR technique, and is the state space model matrix which can be expressed in equation (7) Moreover, is the predicted error covariance matrix which includes: a) predicted error noise ( ) for both XYcoordinate distance replacement and drift error for the estimated heading b) and the as expressed in equation 8). Where is the state transition matrix of the state vector. The pseudoranges can be estimated by calculating TOF between any two SPs and then multiplying it by speed of light (c), as expressed in equation (10): * 10 The Euclidian distance between the predicted XY coordinates of indoors-SPs & the obtianed XY coordinates of ourdoors SPs (via GNSS) can be expressed as in equation (11):
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Where and are predicted XY coordinate of indoorsSPs based on DR measurements, and and are obtained XY coordinate of outdoors-SPs based on GNSS. In addition, to apply the EKF algorithm, equation should be linearized [18] , as it is expressed in equation (12): Finally, according to this procedure, the predicted measurements can be iteratively updated when any new measurement-reading is available. A full block diagram for fusing the outdoors-plus-indoors SPs' measurements using EKF is illustrated in Figure 3 . 
IV. TEST SCENARIOS AND RESULTS
The OPNET is used to simulate the UNILS implementation. To prove the validity of the UNILS, a single scenario is chosen where a group of 8 SPs form a BTnetwork inside/around a building. Three of these SPs (SP_IND1_Master, SP_IND2, and SP_IND3) move indoors through deep indoors, for 5 minutes, and the other five SPs (SP_OUT1, SP_OUT2, SP_OUT3, SP_OUT4, and SP_OUT5) move around the building. In the simulated scenario, the deep indoors is represented when SP-BT signals are crossing 3 walls inside the building. The movement of SP_IND1_Master is illustrated in Figure 4 by trajectory line.
In addition, the configuration parameters for SPs in the BT-network for the purpose of UNILS are same as SILS, except that for UNILS purpose, a sensor-model simulation for accelerometer and gyroscope sensors is added/implemented. This simulated sensor model is interrupted at every step when the SPs are moved from one location to the next one. This movement takes 0.6 meter/second speed (assumed as a normal walking speed of SPs-users). The sensor model is also implements the fusion algorithm using Kalman filter (via carrying out the equations 6 to 12). Furthermore, the simulated sensor model, for calculating XY coordinates and heading, is based on several empirical/trials measurements. For example: for simulating accelerometer sensor, the acceleration includes both bias & noise errors and real acceleration due to SP-moving. Figure 5 shows an example of the magnitude of 3-axis accelerations for both simulated (in red color) and trial measurements (in blue color). As it can be seen, the provision of the simulated measurements is near to the real accelerometer readings. To estimate the distance replacement of an SP from one location to the next one, the magnitude of acceleration is filtered by high-pass and low-pass filters then followed by carry out the steps-detection and steps' length algorithms, i.e. equation (2a-d). Figure 6 shows an example of 14 steps during walking. As it can be seen, there is a missed step due to instability of the number of samples per step. As a fact, this issue happens when user walking-steps have not the same size of samples of the sensor readings. Figure 6 , the peaks of the acceleration's amplitude correspond to thirteen walked steps. Therefore, if one of such peaks is detected, we can conclude that one step has been taken. This relationship is defined in the first rule, which is "Each step includes a peak (local maximum) and the next valley (local minimum) of the acceleration amplitude. In other words, if one peak and one valley are detected, one step should be counted.
Several trials and simulation experiments are conducted in different test-beds to verify step detecting/counting and step's length estimation algorithms. Table I displays experimental results for five test-beds including: a room within 5X5m, five rounds 'R5' of the room (5X5m), room within 6.5X13m, three rounds 'R3' of the room (6.5X13 m) and a corridor within 38X48m. It can be noticed, that the accuracy of these algorithms in worst case is within 2% distance error, for 172 meter travelled distance. For simulating gyroscope sensor, the angular velocity includes both bias & drift errors and real angular rate due to SP-turning & SP-walking. Figure 7 shows an example of the angular velocity of z-axis gyroscope for both simulated (in red color) and trial measurements (in blue color). It is observed that simulated angular measurements are near to the real sensor reading. To estimate the heading of an SP from one location to the next one, the quaternion-based equations (from 3 to 5) should be performed on the simulated angular velocity. According to the simulated scenario, figure 8 shows the estimated heading which is obtained by the SP_IND1_Master node as it travels during the 5 minutes. It can be observed that there is a huge drift accumulated of the estimated heading, as it is available with real gyroscope measurements. Then, since the UNILS is for indoors environments, BT signals between SPs during receiving and transmitting should be simulated for indoor zones. The indoor zone is simulated by using the indoor path loss model of COST-231 [19] . To show the validity of the simulated indoor zone, Signal/Noise (SNR) measurements are good candidate calculations. Figure  9 displays the SNR (in red line) obtained by the SP_IND1_Master node as it travels in deep indoors. In addition, the figure shows the number of SPs connected (in To show the accuracy the UNILS in comparison with the SILS and standalone-DR technique, an experiment is tested as shown in Figure 10 . In this experiment, four trials are conducted: the first trial is to test SILS under developed functionality (i.e. only Hop-synchronization counting and master/slave role switching algorithms are included) shown in red line. The second trial is to test SILS with full functionality mode shown in purple. The third trial is to test the UNILS shown by the black line, while the fourth trial is to test the standalone-DR shown by the light-green line. The results show that:
1. The SILS cannot continuously define SP_IND1_Master location. This is because the number of available reference/connected SPs is not enough (less than 3 reference SPs) to perform the Trilateration procedure, To show reliability and accuracy of both SILS and UNILS scheme, Figure 11 demonstrates the achieved location. It can be observed that:
1. SILS in development mode can achieve location accuracy over 3 meters accuracy when at least three reference/connected SPs are available.
2. SILS in full-functionality (i.e. including all functions of SILS in development mode plus permutation referencepositions algorithm) has improved the location accuracy and achieved less than 1.2 meter accuracy, but when there are more than 4 reference/connected SPs are available in the vicinity.
3. UNILS defines the SP location continuously (even when a single reference/connected SP is available). Further, it is more stable than SILS as well as overcomes the constraint of the number of reference/connected SPs. Table II gives further discussions and comparison about the features of the SILS, the DR stand-alone and UNILS schemes according to the conducted simulated experiments. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The aim of this study is to propose an indoors-SPs localization scheme to offer seamless positioning even when WAPs/BT-anchors signals are not exist for SPs, using only sensors/devices on SPs. In addition, the problems of instability of the SPs-location accuracy & the constrained of number reference positions used by TOA technique and the drift of DR headings are mitigated by fusing measurements from onboard GNSS receivers, inertial sensors and BT transceivers. The fusing is carried out by using EKF.
The UNILS is described, implemented and it is compared with our developed SILS scheme and a relevant algorithm in the state of the art such as DR technique. The results obtained from simulated experiments and trials showed that UNILS can always locate SPs at deep indoors situations within 3-meters accuracy as well as have showed the viability and practicality of the implemented schemes. Therefore, this novel scheme can be exploited to produce commercial products to be implemented on SPs within a particular LBS application such as patient or disabled monitoring, security & safety and point-of-interest applications. 
